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Abstract—The paper discusses a conception of a
method of experts ' knowledge (opinions) approval for
multidisciplinary tasks of industrial safety expertise of
critical petrochemical objects. The proposed method is
based on ontological models of a problem domain, as
well as group decision-making methods. The main
results of method are a model of a multidisciplinary task
and its solution which are agreed by experts of various
subject areas. The task model describes the concepts,
laws of a subject area and solving methods. It is
proposed to use the ARAMIS (Aggregation and
Ranking Alternatives nearby the Multi-Attribute Ideal
Situation) method to agreed experts’ opinions. Also the
paper presents examples of a model description for an
identification task of technical states, and approval of
experts’ opinions at formalization of knowledge for a
rule-based expert system intended for this task.
Keywords — ontology, problem ontology, task
ontology, multidisciplinary approach, group decisionmaking methods, industrial safety expertise.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aging of technical devices (TD) in many
industries is ahead of the rate of their modernization
and replacement and proves the actuality of the
problem of ensuring the safety of industrial facilities.
This is especially true for long-term operated TD of
critical infrastructures such as oil refineries,
petrochemical and chemical enterprises. The safe
operation of these enterprises requires the periodical
assessment of their technical state (TS) of these TD by
means of technical diagnostics, technical inspections
in order to determine potentially dangerous elements
and components, and making appropriate decisions to
avoid catastrophic failures.
The quality of the TS assessment for industrial
safety expertise (ISE) tasks can be improved by means
of information and analytical support based on data
analysis methods, artificial intelligence and
specialized software. The main purpose of ISE is to
confirm the compliance of the examinated object to
the industrial safety requirements of the Russian

Federation. The conclusion of ISE is entered to the
Rostekhnadzor registry.
The tasks of ISE are multidisciplinary tasks, and
its decision requires the use and processing of huge
amounts of data and knowledge of various scientific
disciplines. These disciplines are characterized by the
following factors: heterogeneity of information and
algorithms for its processing, different degrees of
formalization and knowledge of subject areas, the
level of training of users in the field of information
technology, as well as in areas of related disciplines
[1].
This problem has something in common with the
tasks of reaching a consensus in the work of technical
committees on standardization [2], group decision
support systems (GDSS), collective intelligence [3],
virtual heterogeneous teams [4], e-expertise [5, 6].
The feature of this work is the focus on
multidisciplinarity (as a result of the need to bring
together specialists from different subject areas) and
ability to use all available heterogeneous information
for solving complex tasks in the case the collective
discussions on the stages of setting particular tasks,
choosing methods for solving them, etc. to solve a
general problem.
An ontological model of a common
multidisciplinary information space [7] and an
algorithm for the self-organization of the decisionmaking process [8] are proposed for solving this
problem in the form of decision support system for
ISE tasks (Fig. 1):
DSS=(E,Dt,Knl,Ont,P,Ph,,Slv,Crd,RDSS,Ind,Pln,UI) (1)
where E are experts, Dt are databases, Knl are
knowledge bases, Ont is ontology of the subject and
problem areas, Ont→{P,Ph,Dt,Knl,RDSS}, P are tasks,
Ph is a hierarchy of tasks, Slv are “solvers”, RDSS are
relationships between DSS components, in particular,
between: experts and tasks, tasks, tasks and
"coordinators", tasks and "solvers", Crd are
"coordinators" of tasks, Ind are DSS status indicators,
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of the decision support system for ISE

Ind={IDefP,ISP,IUn} is a set of indicators of:
formulation, status, task incompleteness, Pln is a
scheduler, that implements self-organizing algorithm
SAlg for solving a multidisciplinary task on the basis
of local rules LRule, UI is a user interface.
The need to combine the efforts of experts from
the most diverse subject areas (disciplines) for the
formulation and solving multidisciplinary tasks
determines the relevance of the task of coordinating
their opinions (knowledge). This function is
implemented in the system by “coordinators” of tasks
Crd. The task of experts’ knowledge agreement relates
to a typical task of a decision-making theory. In this
task a team selects one or more best objects (elements
of the problem statement), which are characterized by
heterogeneous signs. There are relatively few methods
for group ordering of multi-character objects [9, 10].
We single out the verbal decision-making methods
(ARAMIS - method of Aggregation and Ranking
Alternatives nearby the Multi-Attribute Ideal
Situation, CLPRSS - method of CLosed PRocedures
of Support Situations, etc.) that solve weakly
structured tasks in which the preferences of several
decision makers may be inconsistent and which allow
one: to receive information from experts on their
professional domain-specific languages; to use nonnumeric information without any transformations; to
check the consistency of decision maker solutions and
eliminate contradictions defined; to explain the
solution made [9, 10].

Next, let’s consider the ontology model that
defines the task model, and the algorithm for
coordinating expert opinions based on the given
ontology and group decision-making methods.
II. ONTOLOGY MODEL FOR THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY
TASK

The proposed ontology model (Ont) uses concepts
of domain (subject) and problem ontologies [11-13].
The problem domain models include knowledge
on the ways to solve various types of tasks. At the
same time, an effective solution of each task requires
adequate representation of data and knowledge, as
well as algorithms that implement the solution.
A formal description of the task ontology is
proposed in [7] and has the following form:
OntProblem=<PN,BT_P,Goal,CNP,LP,MN,RP>
OntProblemRuseOntOntMethod,
OntProblemRuseOntOntSubject,

(2)

where OntProblem is the ontology of problem area,
PN is a multitude of tasks; Goal is a goal of the task,
CNP are task concepts, 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑃 ∪ 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑃 ⊆ 𝐶𝑁 𝑃 ,
InputP are input (source) data and knowledge of the
task, OutputP are output data and knowledge gained as
a result of the task solution, LP LP are task regularities,
MN are method names, RP are relationships between
tasks and concepts, regularities, methods, RuseOnt is a
use relationship, which in this case means that
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ontology uses the another ontology to identify itself,
i.e. ontology of tasks uses concepts of ontologies of
methods and disciplines to determine self components.
The ontology of methods is intended to describe
methods without taking into account information on
the subject and problem areas.
Let’s describe methods’ ontology. In fact, this
ontology describes types of methods that can later be
used to create ontologies of problem and application.
Method

M

M

M

Ont
=<MN,BT_M,Input ,Output ,L ,Alg,
Soft,Q,RM>

(3)

Method

where Ont
is a methods ontology, MN is a
method name, BT_M are the basic methods of
ontology, InputM are input (source) data and
knowledge of the method, OutputM are output data
and knowledge gained as a result of the method, LM
are regularities defined by the method, Alg is a method
algorithm, Soft is a multitude of software that
implements the methods, Q is a multitude of
indicators describing the method quality, such as
speed, accuracy, expert preferences etc., RM is a
multitude of relationships, which are define
correspondences between the following entities: the
method and regularities, the method and concepts, the
method and the algorithm of its implementation, the
basic method and software of its implementation,
respectively.
Let’s specify the algorithm description:
Alg=(Item,RA), Item=(NItem,BT_Item,BT_P,BT_M)
are algorithm stages, NItem is a name of the stage,
BT_Item are basic types of algorithm stages including
the stage of tasks addressed by basic methods, stages
of a cycle type, conditions, aggregation and
segregation, BT _ P is a basic task type, RA is a
multitude of relationships between algorithm stages:
sequence, cyclic nature, aggregation, segregation and
conditions
respectively,
these
relationships
complement a multitude of typical relationships.
It is proposed to use ontology of disciplines to
describe multidisciplinarity of tasks. This ontology
reflects information related to the discipline
considered, its concepts, regularities, tasks:
OntSubject=<SN,CNS,PS,MPS,LS,RS>,
where SN is the name of the discipline, P are
discipline tasks that may have sub-tasks of a basic
type, MPS are multidisciplinary tasks highlighted as a
particular kind of tasks using ontologies of various
disciplines, CNS is a multitude of discipline concepts,
LS is a description of regularities postulated by the
discipline, L=(CNL,RD,LF,LL), LF:(CNL,RD)→LL,
CNL is a multitude of concepts used to describe
regularities, LF are some rules for translation of
ontology elements to a formal language LL, 𝐶𝑁 𝐿 ⊆
𝐶𝑁 ,RS is a multitude of relationships between
disciplines, concepts, tasks and regularities.
The proposed model provides representation and
storage of information about multidisciplinary tasks.

III. METHOD OF EXPERTS’ KNOWLEDGE COORDINATION
The self-organization algorithm for solving a
multidisciplinary task (SAlg from (1)) allows one
monitoring the state of the task and generating a
solution plan based on the values of indicators (Ind)
(potential functions) characterizing the state of the
current task and local rules that are the basis of selforganizing behavior.
Let’s presents indicators (which together define
the aggregated indicator) reflecting the state of the
task and independent of its subject (Ind):
 The task status indicator (ISP) reflects the task
solution status, its possible values are: solved,
not solved or partially solved;
 The incompleteness of the task elements
indicator
(IUn)
reflects
inaccuracies,
uncertainties of the task caused by new ideas
from specialists of other disciplines regarding
the use of certain data, knowledge (causeeffect relationships), methods of solution, etc .;
 The new task formulation stage indicator (IDefP)
means either the task at the discussion stage,
either that the formulation of the task is
completed.
The incompleteness indicator also reflects the
aggregated opinion of the team on the status of the
elements of the task. The description of the algorithm
of its formation is the goal of the work.
Next, we present a local rule (LRule) that forms
the indicator to define the position of the knowledge
approval method in the process of task solving:
If there is an incompleteness, then algorithms for
identified incompleteness reduction are launched.
These algorithms
incompleteness:

depend

on

the

type

of

 incompleteness of the initial data (InputP from
(2)), which occurs when a specialist from
another discipline, who has not previously
participated in the formation of the task,
believes that when formulating the task some
additional data were not taken into account. In
this case, the system creates a new wording of
the task and provides the possibility of entering
new data into the structure of the task. The new
task is under discussion until the coordinator of
its decision approves the formulation of the
task based on the results of the discussion with
all the experts involved in its solution,
including the experts who raised the question
of the need to use additional data (the
occurrence of uncertainty). Then an attempt is
made to solve the problem with new data. As a
result of the solution, a situation is possible
when the existing methods for solving the
problem in question are not adequate to the
new formulation, then an uncertainty of
knowledge (LP) arises and a transition to the
removal of this uncertainty. If the new
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formulation of the problem was approved, then
it replaces the previous formulation of the
problem;
 incompleteness of knowledge (L ), which
occurs when specialists from other disciplines
believe that when formulating a task, some
regularities of an analytical or other type are
not taken into account. In this case, the system
creates a new wording of the task based on the
existing one and offers the possibility of
introducing new knowledge into the task
structure. The new task is under discussion
until the resolution of uncertainty;
P

 incompleteness of methods (MN) occurs when
a specialist from another discipline believes
that other possible methods of solving the
problem can be used to solve the problem. In
this case, the system prompts the specialist to
describe a new method for solving the problem
and indicate either an existing tool (Soft from
(3)) implementing the method or specify a new
tool. The formulation of the new method is
under discussion until the resolution of
uncertainty.

<Expert knowledge area> = (<Name of
the knowledge area> <Expert competence>)
<Name of the field of knowledge> =
<Discipline>
<Expert opinion> = <Expert proposal>
{<Expert proposal>}
<Expert
proposal>
content>
<Argument>
<Proposal evaluation>)

=

(<Proposal
{<Argument>}

<Argument>
=
<Experience>
|
<Experiment
results>
|
<Theoretical
foundations>
<Proposal
evaluation>
=
<Verbal
evaluation> | <Numerical rating>
<Expert
actions>
=
<Making
proposal> | <Select a proposal>
<Consent to submit a proposal>

a
|

<Incompleteness> = <Incompleteness of
data> | <Incompleteness of knowledge> |
<Incompleteness of methods>
<Approval methods> = <Survey methods>
<Notification
methods>
<Competency
assessment
methods>
<Team
selection
methods>

The following principles of interaction between
experts in resolving the listed types of incompleteness
are formulated:

The proposed formalization of concepts provides
storing and exchange of data between DSS
components (see 1).

 experts can suggest changes in the data,
regularities, methods and means (possible
actions: edit, add, delete) of any task;

The algorithm (Fig. 2) allows one to solve the
listed types of incompleteness on the basis of the
proposed principles.

 experts should argue their proposals
(argumentation
based
on
experience,
experiment, theoretical justification). The
arguments must be stored for further
processing and use;

IV.

EXAMPLE OF DESCRIBING THE TASK MODEL

Let’s consider the examples of the elements of the
interdisciplinary task model for diagnosing TD
technical states:


disciplines: SN = {material resistance, fracture
mechanics,
corrosion resistance,
heat
resistance,
chemical
resistance,
wear
resistance, physical and chemical fracture
mechanics, ...},



input information for the task InputP = {TD
properties / parameters and their values},



 the conclusion of the discussion is a survey of
experts on agreement with the changes.

output information of the task OutputP =
{properties / parameters of the technical state
of TD and their values},



Let’s formalize the concepts of the method based
on the principles above:

methods of the task: MN = {case-based expert
system, rule-based expert system, ...},



regularities of the task: LP = {knowledge base
of degradation processes, ...},

 experts should be able to ask clarifying
questions. The dialogue should be accessible
for the team of experts;
 the team of experts should be notified of all
changes;
 approval of opinions should has an iterative
character, i.e. discussion takes place until the
moment when a certain criterion is fulfilled
(for example, the majority criterion);

<Incompleteness approval method> =
(<Incompleteness> <Expert team> <Expert
opinion> <Approval methods>)
<Expert team> = <Expert> {<Expert>}
<Expert> = <Expert name> <Expert
knowledge
area>
{<Expert
knowledge
area>} <Expert actions>

 a model of a case-based expert system for
identification of technical states is based on the
basic
model
of
this
method:
MNCBR=<MN=CBR,BT_M=CBR,
Input=Problemi*,
Output=Decisioni*,
L={Casei}, Alg=k-means, …>, where
Casei=<Problemi, Decisioni>, the problem is
described by a set of tuples Problemi=<pij,
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vij,rij>, where pij is the name of the j-parameter,
vij is the value of the j-parameter, rij is a
constraint for the value of the j-parameter,
solution is a set of parameters similar in
structure describing a solution; Problemi* is a
description of the initial situation / problem;
Decisioni* is a solution proposed as a result of
the execution of the algorithm of the method,
 the model of the rule-based expert system for
identification of the technical state is based on
the
basic
model
of
this
method:
MNRBR=<MN=RBR, BT_M=RBR, Input={<pj,
vj,>}, Output={<pj*, vj*>}, L={IF <pj1,
vj1,>○…○ <pjN, vjN,> THEN <pj*, vj*,>}, Alg
= "rule-based reasoning", ...>, <pj, vj,> is an
initial fact , <pj*, vj*> is a fact resulting from
the execution of the method,
 the task hierarchy contains sub-tasks for
diagnosing a technical state: the task of
identification of the current state, the task of
the genesis of the technical state. The genesis
task also has sub-tasks for identification of the
technical state for the classes of dynamics of
degradation processes: the initial state → the
admissible state → the limiting state → the
state of destruction, etc.
Formed task model
List of
opinions
and
arguments

Task model survey

CBR
method
for
arguments
analysis

Notification experts
about opinions
(arguments)
Case base
of
arguments

Ranking of opinions
to identify the order
of discussions

Group
decisionmaking
methods

Expert discussions
on opinions
(arguments)

Messaging
methods

Ranking of opinions
and notifying experts
of the results
Voting
results

Expert opinion
voting

Voting
methods

satisfy

unsatisfy

Notification on the
results of voting
Decision to change
the task model
Fig. 2. The algorithm for approval of experts’ opinions in resolving
incompleteness.

V. EXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF THE
EXPERTS’ KNOWLEDGE APPROVAL METHOD
Let’s describe and example of the application of
the experts’ knowledge approval method for definition
of a logical rule for a degradation process (DP)
mechanism in the case of diagnosing the TD technical
state task. Types of DP and factors (facts)
characterizing a certain mechanical system and the
conditions of its operation are known. It is necessary
to coordinate the opinions of experts (perhaps
representatives of various disciplines) about particular
facts, which are determine the given DP and will be
included in the rule.
The approval of knowledge is carried out
consistently in accordance with the structure of
knowledge in the rules (tabl. 1):
 Level 1 - approval of the facts that should be
taken into account when building the left part
of the rules (“condition”), only the “AND”
operator allowed between facts;
 Level 2 - formation of an approved list of
parameters that affect each fact;
 Level 3 - approval of scales (values) for each
parameter.
In order to reduce the expert effort it is proposed to
automate the approval process, leaving the experts the
right to agree with the results or reject them.
Let’s consider the approval process in detail. At
the first level each expert speaks with arguments about
the facts that need to be taken into account. The expert
opinion is represented in the form of a triple
<Proposal content = Fact, Fact evaluation,
Competence evaluation>, where evaluation of the fact
is formed on the basis of verbal expressions: the fact is
not supported (ns), there is no opinion for this fact
(no), the fact is supported (s); the evaluation of
competence also has verbal values: there is no
competence (nc), the competence is limited (lc), the
competence is high (hc). Various methods can be used
to assess the competence of each expert, for example,
ARAMIS [14]. Then, a multiset is built on the basis
on polls of all participants in the discussion, and an
aggregated score is determined using ARAMIS, in
particular F1→F3→F2 (tabl. 2). This ordering is
presented to the experts for the approval / rejection of
the list of facts that need to be taken into account.
Voting results are processed according to the principle
of simple majority of votes. The parameters of the
facts and their values are approved by the same way at
the second and third levels.
VI. CONCLUSION
The presented results make it possible to organize
(nd automate) the approval of opinions (knowledge)
of experts from various subject areas when
formalizing and solving industrial safety expertise
tasks. The proposed approach is tested in solving tasks
of identification and prediction of degradation
processes occurring in the unique mechanical systems
of oil critical infrastructures.
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TABLE 1. AN EXAMPLE OF THE STAGES OF THE EXPERT KNOWLEDGE APPROVAL
Factors
Material (F2)

Medium (F1)

Type of DP
Loads (F3)

Approval Level 1

Heat exchange
medium

Residual stresses

Mechanical loads

Hydrogen indicator

Type, value, location, orientation, reason

Hydrogen indicator <
10

Type – stretching; value – maximum; location – on the side
OR the concave surface of the pipe; orientation –
longitudinal; reason – cold bending deformation

Approval Level 2

Type, value

Corrosion
cracking

Approval Level 3

Type – constant, value >
yield point of the part
material

TABLE 2. AN EXAMPLE OF A MULTISET BUILDING AND OBTAINING AN AGGREGATED SCORE
Medium (F1)

Factors
Material (F2)

Loads (F3)

ApprovalLevel 1

Facts

Heat exchange medium

Expert 1
Expert 2
Expert 3
Multiset
Aggregated score
(ARAMIS)

S
S
S
{3◦s, 0◦no, 0◦ns;
1◦hc, 2◦lc, 0◦nc}

Mechanical
loads
s
s
ns
{2◦s, 0◦no, 1◦ns;
1◦hc, 2◦lc, 0◦nc}

0.25

0.4

0.375
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